The first de novo transcriptome of pepino (Solanum muricatum): assembly, comprehensive analysis and comparison with the closely related species S. caripense, potato and tomato 
Results: Using Illumina HiSeq 2000, RNA-Seq was performed with a pool of three tissues (young leaf, flowers in preanthesis and mature fruits) from S. muricatum and S. caripense, generating almost 111,000,000 reads among the two species. A high quality de novo transcriptome was assembled from S. muricatum clean reads resulting in 75,832 unigenes with an average length of 704 bp. These unigenes were functionally annotated based on similarity of public databases. We used Blast2GO, to conduct an exhaustive study of the gene ontology, including GO terms, EC numbers and KEGG pathways. Pepino unigenes were compared to both potato and tomato genomes in order to determine their estimated relative position, and to infer gene prediction models. Candidate genes related to traits of interest in other Solanaceae were evaluated by presence or absence and compared with S. caripense transcripts. In addition, by studying five genes, the phylogeny of pepino and five other members of the family, Solanaceae, were studied. The comparison of S. caripense reads against S. muricatum assembled transcripts resulted in thousands of intra-and interspecific nucleotide-level variants. In addition, more than 1000 SSRs were identified in the pepino transcriptome.
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Background
The pepino (Solanum muricatum Aiton) is a neglected herbaceous domesticate native to the Andean region, where wild relatives (Solanum section Basarthrum) are naturally distributed [1, 2] . The pepino is a vegetatively propagated cultigen grown for its fruit. The fruits are juicy berries, of variable shape and color depending on the cultivar, which typically weighs between 100 and 400 g. The fruit has an attractive appearance, with most common cultivars producing fruits with a golden yellow skin covered with purple stripes. Nutritionally, the pepino has very high levels of potassium and vitamin C, and a low calorie content [3] . Apart from being cultivated in its region of origin, the pepino has been introduced in other countries like New Zealand, China and Turkey as a potential new horticultural crop [4, 5] .
One of the most interesting features of the pepino is its phylogenetically close relationship with the potato and tomato [6, 7] . In fact, the pepino and its wild relatives in Solanum sect. Basarthrum are part of the tertiary gene pool of both potato and tomato [8, 9] . Cultivated potato, tomato and pepino share the same basic number of chromosomes (x = 12) [10, 11] , although tomato and pepino are diploid and most cultivated potato cultivars are polyploid [12] . Importantly, the close phylogenetic relationship among these species allows the use of genomic resources from tomato and potato for pepino breeding, as has been demonstrated with the high transferability of tomato SSRs to the pepino [13] . Reciprocally, the close relationship may also facilitate the use of the pepino as a genetic source for tomato and potato breeding including resistance to several diseases in both crops, and the transfer of parthenocarpy and improved flavor in the tomato [3, 8, 14] . The first step in introgression of pepino traits into tomato, have been obtained via the construction of tomato-pepino somatic hybrids [9] .
Wild relatives of domesticates are a source of variation for improving cultivated species [15] and for studying the domestication process [16] . In this context, S. caripense Dunal, locally known as "mamoncillo" or "tzimbalo", is important: it is easily hybridized with the pepino, and hybrids are highly fertile [3] . AFLP and genic DNA sequence studies indicated that S. caripense is one of the species that has been involved in the origin and evolution of the cultivated pepino [17] . In the Andean region the widely distributed S. caripense and other cross-compatible wild relatives frequently grow in close proximity to the fields and gardens of the cultivated pepino; as a consequence, there is evidence of introgression and gene flow among them [17] . Solanum caripense is of particular interest because of traits for pepino breeding such as high levels of soluble solids content [18] , or a high content of bioactive phenolic acids [19] . In addition, some accessions of S. caripense have displayed resistance to Tomato Mosaic Virus (ToMV) [20] and to Phytophthora infestans [21] , the most important disease of potato [22] , and could offer alternative sources of variation for breeding for resistance to these diseases.
Despite being an important crop in the Andean region during pre-Columbian times [23, 24] and despite its potential as a new crop for many areas with mild climates, there have been few molecular studies of, and few molecular tools developed for S. muricatum -the pepino. Neither the pepino or its significant wild relatives have been thoroughly studied at a genome-wide level in the context of molecular studies and tools. As of July 2015, only 126 nucleotide sequences had been deposited in the NCBI's GenBank database, all of them resulting from a single study [17] . In addition, there are few studies of molecular markers and their application in pepinos. Some of the previous studies used cp-DNA restriction fragments length polymorphism (RFLP) [1] , AFLP and gene sequence haplotypes [17] , RAPDs [25] and EST-SSRs derived from tomato [13] , to study diversity in the pepino and its wild relatives. Apart from these studies, an intra-specific lowdensity genetic map with SNPs taken from the sequencing of a set of COSII was produced in the pepino wild relative S. caripense with the aim of mapping the resistance to Phytophthora infestans [21] .
High throughput sequencing of transcriptomes (RNASeq) has opened the way to study the genetic and functional information in neglected crops and species. RNA-Seq is genome-independent and is especially useful for analyzing the transcriptome of species without complete genome information or a reference genome [26, 27] , as is the case of the pepino and wild relatives. In this context, RNA-Seq can be helpful for: (1) listing the transcripts and other RNAs from one or several tissues; (2) investigating the transcriptional structure of genes, splicing patterns, and gene isoforms; (3) studying post-transcriptional modification and mutations; and (4) quantifying gene expression [28] . The transcriptomics studied have provided a basis for: scanning the evolution of polyploidy in plants [29, 30] , study of phylogenies in some families including the Solanaceae [31] , comparing patterns associated with domestication [32] , and finally for developing markers en masse [33] [34] [35] .
In the present work, we used the Illumina pair-end sequencing technology to perform RNA-Seq of one modern cultivar of the pepino and of one accession of the pepino wild relative S. caripense. We obtained almost 111 million reads including sequencing of both species. Our transcriptome analysis included de novo assembly, structural and functional annotation and comparison with tomato and potato genomes [36, 37] , providing us the opportunity to establish a dated phylogeny of the pepino compared with related species. Candidate genes, mainly from tomato agronomic traits of interest have also been found. These genes can provide us an effective comparative approximation of patterns of selection in domestication, and will allow us to identify genes useful for the genetic improvement of the pepino. Another important goal is the discovery of the high throughput markers (SSR and SNPs). These gene-derived markers are important functionally in that they can provide potential changes in the proteins expressed, and they offer an essential tool to be utilized in the construction of genetic maps, and they can be used in markerassisted selection. The rest of the dataset will serve as a public information platform for gene expression and genomics in the pepino and their related species, particularly useful for future studies in pepino, potato, and tomato genomics and breeding. This is a seminal work that will pave the way to broader genomic studies in pepino, a neglected species with great interest for future development, and as a reservoir of important genes for tomato and potato improvement as well.
Results
Transcriptome sequencing (mRNA-Seq) output and assembly
We performed two Illumina Hiseq-2000 runs, one for the S. muricatum cultivar Sweet Long (SL) and one for S. caripense (EC-40) [1, 38] . The RNA sequencing of three tissues (young leaves, young flowers and mature fruits) from S. muricatum generated 58,327,154 raw paired-end reads, covering about 11.78 Gb of sequencing raw data (reads with a length of 101 bp). In the case of S. caripense, sequencing generated 52,646,045 reads and 10.63 Gb of raw data. Graphical representation of sequence quality is shown in Additional file 1: Figure S1 , where the quality scores across all the bases is indicated. All these raw paired-end data have been deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive. After initial trimming and quality filtering to remove adapters and lowquality data, 33,963,075 clean paired end reads were obtained, encompassing 6.86 Gb of sequencing data in S. muricatum and 36,228,181 clean reads and 7.32 Gb of sequencing data in S. caripense (Table 1) .
The high quality reads for S. muricatum were used to assemble the transcriptome using the Trinity software. The results of this assembly are shown in Table 2 , and the length distribution of the transcripts after assembly is shown in Fig. 1 . The total of 91,949 (Additional file 2) contigs were assembled with an average length of 895 bp. It should be noted that more than 63 % (58,465) of the transcripts are between 200 and 766 bp in length and only 1 % of them had a sequence length greater than 3500 bp. We have selected a subset of the transcripts, the selection based on the most expressed transcript of each Trinity transcript cluster. We obtained 75,832 of the most expressed transcripts (unigenes) (Additional file 3), with an average length of 704 bp. Additionally, the percentage of G/C of the clean reads, usually used as an indicator of closeness between species, was calculated. The value for S. muricatum was 41.7 % and for S. caripense it was 42.5 % (Table 1) . These values are consistent with those reported for other Solanum species [31] .
Functional annotation
To identify S. muricatum transcripts potentially encoding proteins with a known function, a BLASTX analysis was performed sequentially using three protein databases [39] . The order of application of the databases used was: Swiss-Prot [40] Table 3 and they are similar to those found in other studies [43] [44] [45] . To facilitate further study, the blast results are listed in an Additional file 4. Using Blast2GO against the NR database, we recovered gene ontology (GO) terms and enzyme commission numbers (EC) for the most expressed transcripts or unigenes in S. muricatum. A total of 197,221 GO terms were assigned to 37,031 transcripts. The distribution of unigenes relative to the number of GOs to which they were assigned is shown in Additional file 5: Figure S2 . Slightly more than half of the unigenes (50.7 %) have between 1 and 5 GO terms, and 12 % have more than 10 GO terms. The maximum number of GO terms annotated in a unigene was 45. Among all the GO terms extracted, 89,060 (45.2 %) belong to the molecular function class (MF), 59 ,856 (30.3 %) to biological process class (BP) and 48,305 (24.5 %) to cellular components class (CC).
The distribution of annotated transcripts under different GO levels shows a concentration, between levels 4-10 in the biological process, between levels 3-9 in molecular function and between levels 5-8 in cellular components (Fig. 2) . The GO levels that ranged between 5 and 15, were 84.1 % for biological processes, 76.0 % for molecular function and 88.1 % for cellular components, indicating that the precision of the annotation was good (Fig. 2) , and that a broad diversity of genes was sampled in our transcriptome. Most of the genes in the GO analysis were classified into biological process (BP) of cellular processes, metabolic processes, biosynthetic processes and response to stress (Fig. 3) . Notably, many sequences were classified in the category of development for different plant structures, like embryo and flower development, pollen-pistil interaction and fruit ripening. All of these functions are related to the three tissues sampled (the full list of these annotation is shown in Additional file 6).
The enzyme commission (EC) number is a codification for enzymes, based on the chemical reactions they catalyse [46] . We found a total of 15,337 annotations classified under this scheme involving 12,296 different unigenes (some unigenes have two or more EC annotations). The most prominent among the enzymes were: Transferases (EC-2) with 6127 sequences, hydrolases (EC-3) with 4126 sequences and oxidoreductases (EC-1) with 3046 sequences annotated (Fig. 4) . Other enzyme classes like ligases, lyases and isomerases were represented to a lesser degree. The number of annotated sequences so recognized was greater than in other studies in the Solanaceae [47, 48] . The complete list of these EC numbers is included in the Additional file 6.
In order to understand the function of the unigenes in pepino, a BLASTX search against the KEGG protein database with a cut-off e value of 1e
−5 was performed. Out of the 75,832 transcripts, 16,027 were annotated in the KEGG pathway database, and assigned to 144 unique pathways. These pathways include amino acid metabolism, sugar metabolism, fatty acid metabolism, as well as biosynthesis of secondary metabolites like flavonoids and terpenoids. Our results show that the largest three pathway groups were purine metabolism, starch and sucrose metabolism, and phenylalanine metabolism (see Additional file 7). Given that the pepino is largely a dessert fruit in which sugars and bioactive compounds are important for quality [3] , we paid special attention to the pathways pertaining to starch and sucrose metabolism, and to biosynthesis of carotenoids, anthocyanins, and several vitamins. A considerable number of genes were related to relevant metabolic pathways, including starch and sucrose metabolism (map00500, 727 genes), carotenoid biosynthesis (map00906, 33 genes), anthocyanin biosynthesis (map00942, 31 genes), ascorbate and alderate metabolism (map00053, 123 genes), vitamin B6 metabolism (map00750, 28 genes), retinol (vitamin A) metabolism (map00830, 89 genes), thiamine (vitamin B1) metabolism (map00730, 325 genes), riboflavin (vitamin B2) metabolism (map00740, 117 genes), and biotin (vitamin H) metabolism (map00780, 98 genes). Finally, we compared the number of genes assigned for every KEGG pathway in our analysis with the analogous genes assigned in tomato and potato genomes. This comparison like other comparisons we made, indicated many similarities, and implies a not-surprising close relationship among the three species (Additional file 7). These data points also indicate that we have a good representation of the transcriptome. The number of genes annotated in the pepino was notably lower than in the tomato and potato in very few pathways. This is because some processes may not be properly 
Candidate genes
Several candidate genes related to traits of interest for domestication and breeding were studied. These include genes involved in the inflorescence type, fruit development [49] , and synthesis of anthocyanins, chlorogenic acid, saponins, and sucroses. These genes were evaluated for presence or absence in our assembled transcriptome and compared with the transcripts of S. caripense (Table 4 ). The level of similarity given by the score and the e-value is also shown. The number of nucleotidic variants between S. muricatum and S. caripense was also indicated in order to compare differences between these closely related species.
The majority of the genes described in other related species are present in our assembled transcriptome (83.8 %). It should be noted that each of these genes are present too in S. caripense. In most cases, there are few differences in these sequences and only nine are identical among the two species. These results are summarized in Additional file 8: Table S1 . Interestingly, the greatest differences between the cultigen and the wild species were found in genes related to characters like fruit stripes, anthocyanins and chlorogenic acid synthesis. These differences obviously relate to characters selected in artificial selection by ancient domesticators, and they also offer a clear idea about the variability available in the wild species that may be utilized in pepino breeding.
Comparison with potato and tomato genomes
All of the most expressed transcripts (75, 832) were blasted to the potato genome, resulting in 40,113 (52.9 %) sequences mapped. Furthermore, and similarly, 37,813 (49.9 %) transcripts of pepino were mapped to the tomato genome. These comparisons allowed us to determine the quality of our assembly, to compare the number of genes with the model species (potato and tomato), and to substantially increase our understanding of these newly generated species genomes. In addition to this, the distribution of the pepino unigenes relative to the potato and tomato genomes was plotted using Circos software (Fig. 5) . This graphical representation provides visual information of the location of the coding regions, but full information on chromosomal realignment and other changes awaits the development of the sequence of the whole pepino genome.
We have generated gene model predictions comparing our assembled transcriptome of S. muricatum with the tomato genome [36] . This alignment of the unigenes to the tomato genomic DNA was performed using the est2-genome software, and the ORFs annotations were carried out using ESTScan software [50] . A large number (48, 440) of the most expressed transcripts were predicted to have one ORF (63.9 %). On the other hand, we predicted the presence of introns in our unigenes. We found 130,528 in a total of 24,979 unigenes (32.9 %), which means 5.2 introns per unigene, with a maximum number of 19. Knowledge of the positions of these intronic regions is particularly important for discovery of SNPs and INDELs. The previously generated intron map allows us to discard those that are located in the vicinity of an intron, because that would make it difficult to design the primers to amplify these regions. The annotation results (ORFs, introns, descriptions, GO terms, orthologs, nucleotide-level variants and SSR) are deposited in Additional file 4 in GFF3 format.
Molecular phylogeny among Solanaceae species
We used five genes for a phylogenetic study of the pepino and five other Solanaceae crops (potato, tomato, eggplant, capsicum pepper and tobacco). These genes were waxy or GBSSI [7, 51] , SAMT [52] , ADH, β-amylase and CesA [52] . After confirming that these genes are represented in our transcriptome, they were concatenated and aligned using ClustalW. The total length of the sequence analyzed was of 9407 bp including the five genes. Variations among the sequences were found for a total of 1809 positions, of which 507 were parsimony-informative, i.e., these sites contain at least two types of nucleotides, and at least two of them occur with a minimum frequency of two. Results of this alignment are presented in Additional file 9.
After alignment, a phylogenetic tree was constructed among the six species using the software MEGA6 [53] . The statistical method used was the maximum likelihood, but results were similar using other methods like, Neighbor Joining, UPGMA and Maximum Parsimony (data not shown). The estimated divergence time of tomato-potato (5.1 -7.3 Mya [54] ), was fixed at the intermediate value of 6.2 Mya and was used for time calibration. The tree constructed (Fig. 6) shows that the ancestors of pepino and of potato and tomato diverged at around 9.26 Mya. Other divergence estimates are between eggplant, an African member of the family Solanaceae and the rest of the American Solanum, occurred 14 Mya.
SSR and nucleotide-level variants discovery
We performed a general screening on the S. muricatum transcriptome for the presence of microsatellites (SSRs), analyzing length, type and quality. We focused in the search for di-, tri-and tetra-nucleotide repeats, with a length limited to 20 repetitions. The total of potential SSRs was 1072 from 1049 unigenes; that is, approximately 1.4 % of the transcripts contain SSRs ( Table 5 ). The maximum and minimum lengths of the SSR repeats were 48 and 17 respectively (the average length was 21 nucleotides). Trinucleotide repeats (707) were the most commonly found repetitions in our transcriptome accounting for almost 66 % of the SSRs identified. The most common motif was AAG (191) representing 17.8 % of the tri-nucleotide SSRs; other common repeats were AG (123) representing 11.5 %, and AAC representing the 9.6 % of the tri-nucleotide SSRs. Others motifs found in our analysis are summarized in Table 5 . The completed list of SSRs and their characteristics are provided in the Additional file 10.
High throughput sequencing of both transcriptomes has made possible to obtain a large collection of SNPs and INDELs. The variant calling was carried out using the default parameters recommended by the Freebayes software [55] , which allows distinguishing and recognizing sequence variations from sequencing errors and mutations introduced during cDNA synthesis. The implementation of several filters described in the Methods has also allowed obtaining markers of potentially high quality, allowing their use in high throughput genotyping platforms [34] . Apart from this, the CAPS filter can be especially useful when other methods for SNPs detection are not available.
Applying these criteria, we identified a total of 11,735 SNPs and 766 INDELs in S. muricatum (SL), and 30,668 SNPs and 1494 INDELs in S. caripense (EC-40), as well as 84,972 SNPs and 4058 INDELs shared by both species (interspecific) ( Table 6 ). Within the detected SNPs, as usual, transitions (62.9 %) were much more abundant than transversions (36.9 %), given that transitions are less likely to result in amino acid substitutions, and are therefore more likely to persist as silent substitutions [56] . Within transitions and transversions, both, A/T and C/T were equally abundant ( Table 7) . The complete list of these SNPs is provided in Additional file 11.
In order to determine their position, heterozygous intra and interspecific nucleotide-level variants were located in Table 8 , where we indicate the number of nucleotide-level variants predicted for every chromosome as well as their hypothetical position and density on chromosomes (using the Circos plot; diagram C in Fig. 5 ).
Discussion
We employed NGS technology for the first time for sequencing the transcriptome of pepino and its related wild species S. caripense. There is no reference genome for these species, consequently we used successfully the de novo assembly method [45, 57] . Using this methodology a large number of most expressed transcripts or unigenes (75,832) were obtained, with an average length of 704 bp. We were pleased that the number of unigenes obtained in this project is similar to or better than that obtained in previous studies using similar technologies, thus demonstrating the quality and potential utility of our work, both in sample preparation and assembling protocol [37, 38] . The high initial quality of the unigenes we have obtained is of fundamental importance for the remainder of the work. The mRNA-Seq methodology gives the G/C content (ratio of guanine and cytosine) among unigenes. As a consequence of the nature of the chemical bond between G and C, this base pair is considered more stable than the A/T base pair. Thus, during evolution, variation in the G/C content would accumulate more slowly (although this assertion has been contested [39] ). Accordingly, given the G/C content, markedly variable among different organisms [58] , would be an indicator of closeness between species. The G/C contents obtained (41.7 % in S. muricatum and 42.5 % in S. caripense) were consistent with values found in other Solanum [31] . In particular, the tomato G/C content for cDNA reported in previous studies was 40.3 % [59] , and for potato, the value is similar (43.1 % [60] ). This suggest that the S. muricatum transcriptome represents a typical example of a Solanaceae transcriptome, thereby raising the probability of successfully employing our data for broader comparative studies in this genus. The assembled unigenes were functionally annotated in order to better understanding the role of the genes represented. The knowledge of the functional role of the genes increases the probability of utilizing them for pepino breeding and demonstrates the possible ways in which the wild relatives of pepino could be of interest in developing new varieties. The annotation percentages in the different protein databases were similar to those obtained in other similar projects [43] [44] [45] . Most of the sequences were annotated in Swiss-Prot [40] . Since SwissProt is a highly-curated, highly-crossreferenced, and non-redundant database, that has a lower error rate than the automatically created databases, which gives high annotation reliability. The percentage of protein annotations in the other databases (ITAG2. 4 [41] and UniRef90 [42]) was smaller, as expected. The GO annotation indicated that the majority of the unigenes were involved in molecular, cellular and biological processes. Within the molecular function category, the majority of the unigenes were assigned to different binding processes, hydrolase activity and catalytic activity. The majority of genes in the cellular component sequences functioned in cell and organelle structures (Fig. 3 and Additional file 6).
The KEGG pathway database is a resource for the systematic analysis of gene functions in terms of networks of genes and molecules in cells and their variants specific to particular organisms [61] . In our case, this analysis included 144 pathways involving 16,027 unigenes, importantly including pathways key to success in a dessert fruit like pepino. For example we had representation of important pathways like starch and sucrose metabolism, biosynthesis of carotenoids and anthocyanins and several vitamins (B1, B2, B6, H and A). Identifying changes in these genes and associating them with phenological differences will enable us to more efficiently manage future breeding programs involving these species [3] . Perhaps because we used transcripts representing only three tisues (i.e., not the whole genome), the comparison of the KEGG pathways we identified with those obtained from the potato and tomato genomes shows that some processes were not very well represented in the pepino or S. caripense. Despite this, our transcriptome data are an excellent representation of the metabolic processes that, with further analysis of these pathway-related genes, will improve our understanding of the pepino features, some of them unique and others shared with the rest of the Solanaceae [23, 62] . Obviously, the transcriptome data can contribute to expanding and enhancing the breeding resources for and with these species.
As a preliminary test of the application of our results to breeding programs, a set of candidate genes described from other Solanaceae were evaluated for their presence in the pepino transcriptome, and the associated nucleotide changes in S. caripense. These genes selected were either characters associated with domestication or those with potential for enhancement through breeding. The caveats we worked with in running these preliminary tests included recognition that there are large differences in nucleotide changes between S. muricatum and S. caripense in some characters of interest, like anthocyanins and chlorogenic acid synthesis [63] [64] [65] . There are significant morphological and fruit composition differences between the pepino and wild S. caripense; for example, differences related to plant habit, leaf complexity, trailing habit and seediness of the fruits [13, 66] . Correspondingly, our data demonstrate the existence of many differences at genomic level, including genes that are of great interest for breeding. Thus, we think this foundational work will provide the basis for broader studies, such as those where an indepth and accurate phenotypic characterization can be related to changes at the nucleotide level. These kinds of studies may be helpful for understanding the genetics of these key characters, for providing a foundation for positive selection in the domestication process, and for establishing a breeding program [32, 67, 68] . For example, we have found concentrations of chlorogenic acid, a powerful bioactive molecule with application to human health as an antioxidant [53, 54] , to be much higher in S. caripense than in the cultivated S. muricatum (unpublished data). Sequence differences found can be used as functional markers for marker-assisted breeding to transfer alleles from S. caripense to pepino. In this regard, differentially expressed genes (DEG) analysis [69] , could be interesting for clearing up differences at the expression level in several developmental stages and tissues, which may provide relevant information about pepino domestication. Furthermore, the information obtained may be used for tomato or potato improvement in the near future using modern technologies for gene editing like CRISPR/Cas [70] , or by transformation using cisgenic approaches [71] . Another issue to consider in a de novo assembly of a transcriptome is the genic structure. In this regard, we have generated gene model predictions comparing our assembled transcriptome of S. muricatum with the tomato genome [36] . Because these two species are very closely related [6, 7] , this is a valid approach until, full genome sequencing is available.
Other genes present in our assembled transcriptome are used to study phylogenetic relationships within this large, and economically important, family (for example: e waxy or GBSSI [7, 51] , SAMT [52] , ADH, β-amylase and CesA [52] ), and the sequence differences in pepino with other Solanaceae were used to elucidate its relationship. Further confidence in our results comes from the fact that they are consistent with previous studies such as Spooner et al. [6] , Wang et al. [54] and GarzonMartinez et al. [48] , and the fact that the divergence times estimated are congruent with data deposited in TimeTree [72] (a public knowledge-base of divergence times among organisms). Our data indicate that the divergence among all the Solanaceae studied here (pepino, tomato, potato, eggplant, pepper and tobacco) occurred in the last 24 million years. The pepino and the tomatopotato clade shared a common ancestor from which they diverged 9.26 Mya. Other divergence estimates indicate that the eggplant, an African member of the family Solanaceae, and the rest of the American Solanum, occurred 14 Mya.
The total of potential SSRs obtained was 1072 in 1049 unigenes; that is, approximately 1.4 % of the transcripts contain SSRs (Table 5 ). The number of SSRs are slightly lower than expected, or at least lower than obtained in similar studies [73, 74] . This may be due to the application of strongest criteria on our study, the advantage being that we should have obtained markers of better quality. In any case, the number of markers is adequate to develop a high density genetic map, and for genetic diversity studies and marker assisted breeding studies.
As stated above, tri-nucleotide repeats were the most commonly found repetitions in our transcriptome accounting for almost 66 % of the SSRs identified. The trinucleotide repeats may be the most common because these SSRs do not change the frameshift and mutations have less dramatic effect [75] . There is considerable evidence that genic SSRs have important functions. For example, it has been postulated that SSRs may affect chromatin organization, and they also may be related to regulation of gene activity, recombination, and DNA replication [76] . Extra-genic SSR markers have several advantages beyond genomic SSRs because they are related to codifying sequences, and thus can be used as candidate genes to study association with phenotypic variation. Extra-genic SSR markers can be useful for genetic diversity studies, as demonstrated for pepino when using tomato EST-SSRs [13] , for the development of genetic maps and for fingerprinting commercial cultivars, breeding lines or landraces [77] .
By applying several bioinformatic approaches, we obtained a total of 11,735 SNPs and 766 INDELs in Solanum muricatum, and 30,668 SNPs and 1494 INDELs in S. caripense, as well as 84,972 SNPs and 4058 INDELs between the two species (interspecific) ( Table 6) . These nucleotide-level variant markers show that both clones present an important degree of heterozygosis, although the highest number of intraclone markers was obtained in S. caripense. This makes sense, given that S. caripense is an obligately allogamous wild species with a gametophytic self-incompatiblity system [18, 78, 79] .
The large number of SNPs markers developed can be readily used in pepino research. These markers exhibit codominant inheritance and due to their abundance, they are widely used for different applications. Some of these applications include: diversity studies, development of saturated molecular genetic and physical maps, identification of QTLs or genes controlling traits of economic importance, marker-assisted selection, or association mapping with genome-wide association studies (GWAS) [80] .
Conclusions
This study constitutes the first genomic resource for pepino, a cultigen closely related to tomato and potato [6, 62] . These genomic studies are especially important because they promote the understanding of crop evolution in this group, and pepino enhancement. Furthermore, because the pepino is part of the tertiary genepool of tomatoes and potatoes [6] , these genomic studies, provide a wide array of genomic information that may be useful for breeding in those groups as well. The high quality of the transcriptome presented here will enhance comparative studies within the genus Solanum, and will be useful for future annotations of the S. muricatum genome sequence. The detailed annotation provided in this work will facilitate the use of sequenced unigenes for gene discovery, in particular for traits of interest within pepino (such as soluble solids content, chlorogenic acid content and fruit size). In addition to the pepino, sequencing of the transcriptome of its sister wild relative S. caripense has allowed identification of a large number of molecular markers (SSRs and nucleotide-level variants), within each species, as well as between them. The filtering process applied in the search of these variants has facilitated the selection of the most suitable markers for high throughput genotyping platforms. Our results are an example of how high throughput sequencing technologies can contribute to knowledge of domesticates with no or limited genomic information, but where there are closely related species with the whole genome sequence available. Our assembled transcriptome, and the large collection of markers found, will enhance pepino breeding, facilitate molecular studies in this crop, and will be useful to develop the first genetic map of the pepino. Ultimately, the genomic information obtained will be of interest for tomato and potato breeding and for studying genomic changes during evolution and crop domestication in these important crops.
Methods

Plant material
Plant material used consisted of the clonal pepino cultivar Sweet Long (SL) [81] and one clone obtained by vegetative propagation of a single plant of accession EC-40 of S. caripense, which was originally collected in Ecuador [66] . Plants for both have been maintained in in vitro culture at the Institute for Conservation and Improvement of Valencian Agrodiversity (COMAV). SL and EC-40 have contrasting phenotypes for many traits (Fig. 7) , some of them interesting for pepino breeding fruit size (greater in SL), shape (elongated in SL and round in EC-40) and solid soluble content (SSC) (higher in EC-40) [13] . Five clonal replicates of each accession were acclimated and grown in a glasshouse in ValenciaSpain (GPS coordinates: lat. 39°29'01" N, long. 0°20'27" W) with quartz sand as substrate and under controlled conditions. From each accession, tissue was sampled from young leaves, flowers in the pre-anthesis stage, and from mature fruit. All samples taken were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C until used.
RNA preparation, Illumina paired-end cDNA library construction and sequencing Total RNA was extracted from each tissue using the TRI reagent (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA). RNA integrity was confirmed by agarose electrophoresis, and RNA quantification was performed using a Nanodrop Spectrophotometer ND-1000 (Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, USA). For each of the two accessions, we combined equivalent amounts of RNA from each tissue into two pools. A total of 10 μg of total RNA for each pool was sent to Macrogen Korea (Seoul, South Korea) for Illumina RNA-seq performed in HiSeq 2000 sequencer (Illumina, San Diego, USA).
The cDNA library was constructed according to the manufacturer's instructions (Illumina/Hiseq-2000 RNAseq) by Macrogen Korea. Essentially, the mRNA molecules containing poly (A) were purified using Sera-mag Magnetic Oligo (dT) Beads from the RNA samples. A fragmentation buffer was added to break the mRNA into small fragments. Using these fragments as templates, the first strand of cDNA was synthesized. The second strand of cDNA was synthesized using the buffers containing dNTPs, RNase H, and DNA polymerase I. The synthesized cDNA was purified and connected with the sequencing adapters. Finally, a range of cDNA fragments (200 ± 25 bp) were excised from an agarose gel using a gel extraction kit. Then, the library was sequenced using the Illumina/Hiseq-2000 RNA-seq. These raw sequences are available at the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) as stated in the section titled, "Availability of Data and Material".
DNA sequence processing and de novo transcriptome assembly
The pipeline used for the bioinformatics analysis is shown in Fig. 8 . After receiving the files with raw data, we used the software FastQC [82] to evaluate the quality of both samples.
In the case of S. muricatum Sweet Long, we found two sequences overexpressed after initial quality filtering. Blast against databases (NCBI-GenBank) showed that these sequences belong to the Pepino mosaic virus (PepMV), although plants were asymptomatic. These reads were eliminated using Bowtie2 [83] . We did not find other sequences overexpressed that would indicate the presence of more contaminants.
High quality reads are required for better assembling. We performed the following processes: trimming of adapter contamination, filtering of reads with "N" and trimming of low quality nucleotides Q ≥ 20 using NGS_CRUMBS (http://bioinf.comav.upv.es/ngs_crumbs).
We used Trinity software [26, 27] to build the primary assembly. This first assembly was post-processed with the following steps. First, we reduced the redundancy using CAP3 [76] . Then we removed low complex transcripts using DUST score. Next, we split some of the subcomponents into new subclusters, using blast and transitivity properties, as a way to enhance the results previously obtained. In this way if one transcript is similar to a second, and this second is similar to a third and so on, all of them are the same unigene, and they can be merged. For this purpose we used a handmade script.
Finally, we removed low expression transcripts using RSEM (RNA-Seq by Expectation-Maximization) [84] . From the final assembly, we made a subset selecting only the most expressed transcript from each Trinity transcript cluster. A detailed explanation of the steps undertaken in the post-processed stage is shown in Additional file 12.
Structural and functional annotation
Annotation of the assembled transcript sequences was performed using the bioinformatic application ngs_back-bone [85] , based in the BLASTX algorithm [39] against different databases. The order was established prioritizing handmade annotation databases. Accordingly, the databases used, in order, were Swiss-Prot [40] , ITAG2. 4 [41] , and UniRef90 [42] . This analysis was released on February 2015. The first analysis compared all transcripts with the first database, the second compared transcripts not paired in the preceding and so on. A typical blast cut-off e-value of 1e
−20 was used and other details of this analysis are showed in Additional file 12.
Additionally, we performed a functional classification of the transcripts following the Gene Ontology (GO) scheme using Blast2GO [86] . This analysis covers three steps as follows: (1) ), (2) gene ontology mapping, and (3) functional annotation, including molecular functions, biological processes, and cellular components [86] . In this case, to sum up the functional information of our pepino transcriptome, we performed a plant specific GO slim. Additionally, when possible, Blast2GO gives an Enzyme Commission number (EC number). Meanwhile, KEGG pathways were retrieved from the Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database (version 73.0, January 1, 2015) . This KEGG analysis includes a collection of manually drawn pathway maps representing experimental knowledge on 
Candidate genes
Taking the pepino transcriptome as a reference database, we evaluated the sequences of several genes associated with breeding characters of interest found in others related species. In total, we selected: 12 genes related to fruit shape [49] , two related to inflorescence type [87] , 11 with the anthocyanins synthesis route [88] , 13 related to the synthesis of saponines [89] , four with the chlorogenic acid synthesis pathway [90] , one with sucrose accumulation [91] and one related to fruit stripes [92] . Some of these genes are part of genic families; consequently we evaluated the principal gene and the rest of its family. The total number of sequences evaluated was 115. Description of the genes and their features are shown in Table 4 and in Additional file 8: Table S1 .
Using Blastn (cut-off of 1e −60 ), these genes were compared with pepino unigenes to determine its presence or absence in our assembled transcriptome. Once defined as part of our transcriptome, they were compared with the transcripts of S. caripense in order to recognize nucleotide variants between these two species.
Comparison with tomato and potato genomes
The whole of the most expressed transcripts were compared to the S. tuberosum and S. lycopersicum genomes using Blastn (cut-off value of 1e −20 ) in order to obtain the physical position of our assembled sequences. Gene model prediction was performed using the Est2genome software [93, 94] which allows EST sequences to be aligned with genomic DNA sequences with high efficiency. The gene model prediction takes place by sequence homology with the tomato genome. Additionally we used the open reading frame detector ESTScan [50] for annotation of ORFs.
Circos, software that allows visualization of data and information in a circular layout [95] , was used to represent our sequences over the tomato and potato reference genomes; this enabled visual estimation of the distribution of our codifying sequences.
Molecular phylogeny between Solanaceae species
Using sequence data available in databases, we chose five nuclear protein-coding genes to investigate phylogenetic relationships with five of the most important Solanaceae crops (potato, tomato, eggplant, pepper and tobacco), in addition to the pepino. These genes were: (1) the widely used granule-bound starch synthase gene (waxy or GBSSI) [7, 51] , (2) the salicylic acid methyltransferase gene (SAMT) [52] , (3) the alcohol dehydrogenase gene (ADH), (4) the β-amylase gene, and (5) the cellulose synthase gene (CesA) [52] . Once isolated, the genes were concatenated one after the other and aligned using ClustalW2, a multiple sequence alignment program [96] . The alignment file generated was used to build a phylogenetic tree using the maximum likelihood distance with 500 bootstrap replications using MEGA6 [53] . Divergence times were estimated with the same program, and the tomato/potato split (5.1-7.3 million years ago) was used for time calibration [54] .
SSR and nucleotide-level variants discovery
Mapping reads of S. caripense to reference transcriptome of S. muricatum. Mining SSRs was carried out using the Sputnik software [97] , specially designed for this function. Once the contigs with SSRs were isolated, they were filtered by quality, closeness to introns, number of repetitions and position in the genome of tomato.
Nucleotide-level variants calling (SNPs and INDELs) was performed comparing the assembled transcriptome of S. muricatum with the clean reads of both species. We mapped the reads with Bowtie2. For SNPs and INDELs calling we used Freebayes [55] . Several filters, shown in Additional file 11, were applied in order to maximize the successful validation and its future use in high throughput genotyping platforms. First, filters IV0, IV1 and IV2 were used to select the variants in and between the two species. The filter vks was used to select authentic SNPs on the one hand and INDELs on the other. Other filters were used for optimizing their future use in high throughput genotyping platforms (Additional file 8: Table S1 ). Circos [95] was also used for positioning the density (variants per Mb) and distribution of all these markers over both reference genomes.
